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ABSTRACT
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ISIS is a program that specializes in detecting variable stars within clusters, both open
and globular. ISIS has historically been used in surveys searching for variable stars.
However, recent work has identified new uses for ISIS, such as the detection of
exoplanet transits in clusters of stars. This thesis will evaluate ISIS, both how the
program functions and for which objects it is most efficient and appropriate. I examined
five clusters: three open, and two globular, for one night surveys. With this survey, I
identified twenty-five variable stars. Twenty-two variables were previously known, and
three variable stars were previously undiscovered. In total, from my short one night
surveys, I confirmed twenty-five previously known variable stars and four unknown
variable stars. Furthermore, ISIS has detected several δ Scuti stars whose amplitude of
variation is on par with an exoplanet transit. These data suggest that ISIS can be used for
the detection of exoplanet transits.
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1. Introduction
There have been an increasing number of projects in observational astronomy that rely on
accurate and sensitive differential photometry. These projects vary greatly in scope. Several
research groups are beginning to search clusters of stars for exoplanets, planets that do not reside
within our solar system. This is because such a discovery could have lasting effects on how we
develop theories for the conditions that most likely result in planet formation. There are also
groups that want to identify and categorize different types of intrinsic variable stars, stars whose
brightness vary over time. The program that has been seeing an increasingly popular usage is a
program called ISIS.

ISIS is a differential photometry program that specializes in the

observation of more densely populated clusters of stars. Questions have arisen about what
objects ISIS can or cannot detect with appropriate accuracy and sensitivity. I have investigated
several different scenarios and analyzed whether ISIS is capable of discovering these particular
targets.

1.1. Types of Targets
There are several major projects that are currently using ISIS. For example a group of
projects are surveying clusters and looking for intrinsic variables. Another group of projects are
using ISIS to identify exoplanet transits in open and globular clusters. I am going to go through
a brief summary of some of the more popular attempted uses of ISIS.

1.1.1. Intrinsic Variables
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One popular use for ISIS is scanning different clusters of stars for intrinsic variables.
Intrinsic variables are stars whose brightness varies over time due to internal changes. These are
called pulsation variables. The classifications are categorized into three groups based on their
periods: short-period, medium-period, and long-period. From these general categories, there are
12 different classifications according to the General Catalog of Variable Stars 4th ed 1. The main
aspect that is used for categorizing different intrinsic variables is the amplitude of the variation.
For my particular area of research I wanted to focus on short-period intrinsic variables.
Short-period intrinsic variables are ideal for projects with only a year’s worth of observing.
This is because I am able to observe the stars variation over the span of one night’s observing.
Since being able to claim the discovery of a variable takes observation of multiple cycles, it
would take 200-2000 days to observe and claim the discovery of a variable star for a long-period
variable star. Because of this I opted to look for short-period variable stars. ISIS has been used
to discover many different classifications of intrinsic variables: Cephieds (Shappee and Stanek
2011), RR Lyrae (Contreras et al., 2010), and overcontact binaries (Conroy et al., 2012) to name
a few.

1.1.2. Exoplanet Transits
Exoplanets are planets that orbit around stars that are not our sun. There are three
methods of detecting exoplanets: they are direct imaging, radial velocity measurements, and
observing transits (Seager 2010). Direct imaging is simply taking a picture of the exoplanet as it
orbits its star. This only works for stars where we can resolve the planet orbiting around the star.
Most stars are too far away to be able to resolve the planet with our current telescopes.
1
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The

second method of detection is to take advantage of Newton's Third Law. According to this law
the planet does not orbit around the center of the star. Both objects orbit about the barycenter,
which means that the star develops a minor wobble.

If the wobble of this star has any

component of motion that is directed towards the observer, it will cause the light to undergo the
Doppler shift. The final way one can detect an exoplanet is to look for a transit. A transit is
when the exoplanet passes across the face of its parent star, decreasing the brightness of the star
for a period of time. Exoplanet transits have a unique shape and are easily identified. An
example of an exoplanet transit is given in Figure 1.1:

Figure 1: Example of an exoplanet transit (Wang et. al, 2014).

The difficulty with detecting exoplanets is that the changes in magnitude are on the order of one
hundredth of a magnitude. So it requires nights with very good seeing to detect these variations.
I was unable to observe for enough concurrent nights to be able to claim a thorough
survey of any cluster. Instead I will use δ Scuti variable stars as an analogue to see if the
differential program I am analyzing is sensitive enough to detect exoplanet transits. First I feel
that a zero order calculation of an exoplanet. This will be used as a rough sensitivity test to see if
the differential photometry program is sensitive enough to detect an exoplanet transit. So first an
exoxplanet transit results in a dip in the brightness of the star as the planet orbit causes it to pass
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across the face of the star. This can be represented for small changes in brightness by taking a
ratio of the area between the star and the planet:
.
Plugging in values of the largest Jovian planet in our solar system and the sun, we will get that
the approximate change in brightness for an object of Jupiter’s radius is 0.0106. So for small
changes in magnitude, the dip in brightness for an object that is about the size of Jupiter will be
0.0106 magnitudes. This will be the threshold for any future tests on the sensitivity of the
differential photometry program

1.1. ISIS
ISIS is a differential photometry program created by Alard (Alard and Lupin, 1999). The
program approaches differential photometry in a different way than the standard method. In
more standard methods of differential photometry, the star whose light you want to measure
must be referenced to a comparison star. The comparison star is then also checked to ensure that
it is not varying by using a third star, sometimes called the check star. It is often suggested that
the comparison star and the star one wants to measure should be within one degree of each other.
This is so that one can approximate that each star has the same atmospheric extinction. The
procedure take measurements of both the comparison star and the star in question throughout the
night. (This is because extinction can change as the stars move toward their highest angle in the
night. If the distance between the comparison star and measurement star are too large, the
extinction could vary between them.) Once the images are captured, a light curve is generated
by subtracting the magnitude of the target star from the magnitude of the comparison star. This
will show if the target star is varying and, if so, the period of the variation (Henden and
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Kaitchuck, 1990). Contrary to this method, ISIS aligns all of the images and generates an
average image. The average image is a subset of the images in the set with the best seeing. ISIS
then subtracts the average image from all other images in the data set. This will then show by
how much the star is varying. ISIS is further counterintuitive in that the more crowded the star
field, the better it can align all of the images together. This is because the program needs a large
sample to ensure alignment across all images.
ISIS itself has a major problem: its sensitivity to detecting variables. ISIS produces a
large number of false positives across the entirety of images. Furthermore, if a star’s image is
saturated, ISIS will sometimes identify hundreds of variables around that star. As such, it is
difficult to identify which light curve is representative of a star and which one is a noisy pixel.
Fortunately, within ISIS you can adjust the variability threshold using several parameters. There
is still a question as to whether ISIS is removing potentially interesting light curves if the
parameters are set too high.
ISIS’s introduction and increasing use creates a need to identify what ISIS’s strengths
and weaknesses are for particular observing projects. To characterize this program, I observed
different star clusters for nine nights. Each of these clusters represented a different possible use
of ISIS. Ultimately, I could only observe open and globular clusters for variable stars. However,
the stars I wanted to observe were low amplitude and high frequency, with amplitude on par with
that of an exoplanet transit. The hope was that these short surveys of clusters of stars using ISIS
would yield not just information on the performance of ISIS, but also yield some helpful
information on using ISIS to look for objects with variable brightness.

5

2. Observations
Five clusters were observed for one night each from March 15, 2012 to July 23, 2013. Of
those nine nights, data for three had to be thrown out due to mechanical problems with the
telescope or weather. I observed the clusters from two different observatories. The first was
SARA-North, with a 0.9 meter Cassegrain telescope that is located at Kitt Peak National
Observatory (KPNO). The second was SARA-South, with a 0.6 meter Cassegrain that is located
at Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory (CTIO). Table 2.1 lists the specific nights and the
clusters that I observed, the number of object images taken throughout the night, and the filters
that were used. The autoguider was used for every night except for July 05, 2012. This was
because of a mechanical failure of the autoguider throughout that night.

Date Observed (UT)

Clusters

Number of Images

Filters

Observed

Taken

03/16/2012

NGC 2099

73

V, R

07/05/2012

M5

69

V, R

11/05/2012

NGC 752

225

V

01/10/2013

NGC 2264

147

V,B

05/23/2013

NGC 6121

100

V

Table 2.1: Observation nights in UT, the Clusters Observed, the number of images taken, and the filters used.
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When initially choosing clusters, I consulted WEBDA2, which is an archive list of
clusters and their properties. The following parameters were considered: age and metallicity
([Fe/H]). [Fe/H] is a measurement of the ratio of iron to hydrogen in a star compared with the
sun. The actual equation is defined to be:
[ ]

(

)

(

)

,

where NFE is the number of iron atoms per unit volume and NH is the number of hydrogen atoms
per unit volume. This is done for both the star we are looking at and our sun. So if one is
looking for a star whose metallicity is on the order of the sun, then one would look for a [FE/H]
value approaching zero. I originally intended to identify stars with metallicity similar to the sun.
Eventually I changed my focus from surveying one cluster for exoplanet transits to further
understand ISIS’s functionality and testing its sensitivity. With this shift in focus, I also shifted
my targets. Instead of considering clusters with metallicities near zero, I decided to look at open
clusters with known low-amplitude short-period variables. This was so I could test out ISIS’
ability to detect exoplanets by looking for these low amplitude short period variables. I also
observed globular clusters to see ISIS’ functionality as a detection program more than using it as
both a detection and analysis program.

2.1 Observations of NGC 2099
The motivation for looking at this particular cluster refers back to the original intent of
this research project which was the search for exoplanets and intrinsic variables using ISIS. I

2
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chose to observe this cluster because its age was about 0.34 Gigayears and had a [Fe/H] of 0.09 3.
I observed this cluster on March 16, 2012. During all observations a filter was used over the
CCD. A filter allows in a specific range of wavelengths of light. The observations were taken at
KPNO with both the V filter (500nm -700nm) and the R filter (550nm - 800nm). I chose these
specific filters because the detector’s sensitivity at these bandpasses has the highest signal-tonoise ratio.
My observation pattern was to alternate between the V and R filters throughout the night.
The exposure times I used were 60 seconds for the V filter and 120 seconds for the R filter.
After completing each set of both V and R filters, I then took five to ten bias images. I will
define a bias image, and its significance in Chapter 3. I would then check to make sure the focus
on the images had not degraded, and restarted taking images of the cluster again. The exposure
times were set differently because it took different lengths of time to achieve a good signal-tonoise ratio for each filter. The check on the focus of the telescope was because the optimal
amount at which the telescope is focused can change throughout the night’s observation.
Figure 2.1 is an image from the set taken March 16, 2012. There was an imperfection
within this particular CCD which is the small black stripe near the top edge of the CCD. These
sorts of imperfections fool cause a large number of false positives.

Majority of the false

positives generated were at the location of this imperfection.

3

Extensive references are located at http://www.univie.ac.at/webda/cgi-bin/ocl_page.cgi?dirname=ngc2099
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Figure 2.1: Image of NGC 2099 taken with a V-filter

2.2 Observations of M 5
I observed the globular cluster M 5, because globular clusters have a diverse population
of variable stars; so the hope was to see short-period stars in one observing night to further test
ISIS. These observations took place on July 05, 2012 and used V and R filters. The globular
cluster was observed at SARA-S for 2 hours 17 minutes. Over the course of the night, I took 69
images. The exposure times varied from 90 to 100 seconds. Unfortunately throughout the night,
there were problems with the autoguider. This caused a significant drift of M 5 across the CCD
field of view throughout the night. This drift was a problem because it was so large that ISIS had
trouble when it came to aligning all of the images. Since the drift caused the alignment script to
knock out the majority of the stars I was interested in, I decided to drop the data I obtained that
night.

9

2.3 Observations of NGC 752
Eventually I wanted to look at a cluster whose stars were more spread out across the
CCD's field of view to further understand ISIS’s parameters. I decided to take another cluster
from the same WEBDA list. NGC 752 has an age of 1.12 Gigayears with a [FE/H] of -0.084. I
took one long exposure and one short exposure on the V filter throughout the night. This was
because on one exposure the bright stars were either over saturated or the exposure time was so
short the remaining stars in the cluster had a poor signal to noise. On the night of November 05,
2012, I took 225 images over 7 hours and 44 minutes. The long exposure time was 100 seconds
and the short exposure time was 70 seconds on the V-filter.
Figure 2.2 shows is an example image of NGC 752 in the V-filter.

It shows an

imperfection that was consistent across a sizable section of the data. This ultimately comes
down to a readout problem with the CCD. To check this I looked through several images that
looked at the CCD in the absence of light. There were a sizable set of these images that appeared
normal, however there were a number of them that appeared to look like image in Figure 2.3.
The streaks shown in image in Figure 2.3 match up with image labeled Figure 2.2. Thus there
was some significant period of the night where there was some error on the CCD that caused
these streaks.

4
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Figure 2.2: Example image of NGC 752 in V-Filter

Figure 2.3: CCD in absence of light taken during the observation of NGC 752

2.4 Observations of NGC 2264
By this time I hadn’t observed any new variables, so I transitioned to a cluster where I
knew the positions of different short-period variable stars within the cluster. I found NGC 2264
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had previously known δ Scuti stars (Zwintz et al., 2009). This was the perfect cluster to
determine whether ISIS was sensitive enough to detect low-amplitude events such as δ Scuti
stars and exoplanet transits. I observed this cluster from SARA-N on two nights using the V
filter and the B filter (400nm-500nm). On the night of January 10, 2013 I observed for 2 hours
and 47 minutes and took 147 images. The exposure times I used were 30 seconds for the B filter
and 20 seconds for the V filter.

2.5 Observations of NGC 6121
To ensure a diverse set of variables ranging from low to high amplitudes, I decided to
observe a globular cluster with a crowded star field. I found that NGC 6121 would give the
longest observation that passed closest to the zenith for the night of July 23, 2013. For these
observations I used the V-filter exclusively to get as many images as possible for the ISIS data
set. The observations took place at the SARA-S observatory at CTIO. One other critical
difference from these observations compared to earlier observations was that I tried to keep the
exposure times for each the same throughout the night. This was to investigate whether ISIS
worked more efficiently if the exposure times were kept the same throughout the night. The
exposure time set was 90 seconds taking 100 images in the V filter. I also took 57 biases and 7
flat images using the V filter. The total time observed was 4 hours and 58 minutes.
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3.

Reduction

Once the observations were complete, it is necessary to separate out the data and
imperfections from my images. To do this I took images that isolated different types of noise
that are properties of modern CCDs. I then ran through the images through the Image Reduction
and Analysis Facility (IRAF) to remove each of these sources of imperfections (Tody, 1986;
Tody, 1993). The three types of images I took were flat field images, dark current images, and
bias images.

3.1 Flat fielding
CCDs are not perfect detectors. Each pixel possesses a different gain or quantum efficiency
compared to the other pixels on the CCD. Because of this, it is necessary to flatten the relative
response of the pixel to the incoming radiation. To do this it is necessary to take a spatially flat
image. To be spatially flat means that it would have a uniform illumination across every pixel.
Thus it is necessary to take an image with uniform illumination across the CCD with the spectral
filters that will be used. There are different ways to getting a spatially flat image: twilight flats
and projection flats.
Twilight flats are images taken during twilight hours of a uniform sky. Projected flats
use some artificial blackbody to generate flats. I was unable to use projected flats because the
telescopes I used did not possess the equipment to do projection flats.
It should be mentioned there have been some people who have reported on not using flat
field images when it comes to using ISIS. This is because ISIS will find multiple false positives
from noise sources. So one way of minimizing these false positives is to eliminate as much noise
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as possible from the data; since any type of reduction creates noise within the image, they
decided to neglect reducing their data with the Flat Field image. Generally I would only opt to
do this if my Flat Field images were very poor and the auto guider was functioning. Unless the
tracking is perfect, a flat field correction would be best. This is because if the tracking is off and
you do not have a flat field correction, the response for all pixels are different creating more false
positives when the images are eventually run through ISIS.

3.2 Bias Images
All CCD cameras attach a bias to the image so that pixels will never have a negative value.
In theory, since a bias is attached to the entire CCD, the bias should be the same value for every
pixel. In practice, however, the bias is different from pixel to pixel so an average of the bias of
each pixel must be obtained. So to take a bias, we take an exposure with zero exposure time and
then the CCD is immediately read out. So the only thing on the image is the bias.
The first thing done with obtaining a bias image is an average of a set of bias images taken
before observing but after the flat field. Once you get a bias from the initial night of observing,
there are two ways of removing the bias from the sets of images; the first is simply taking a set of
biases in between light exposures. The second way is to use overscan. Some CCD’s have a
section that is covered. Since there is no light hitting the covered columns of the CCD: the only
counts on each pixel are the bias. All light images taken possess this strip of bias. This is to
account for drift that may occur throughout the night of observing. The mean overscan is used to
help keep the scaling on the master bias accurate throughout the night. The decision to choose
the first method or the overscan really comes down to preference. I decided to take several sets
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of light exposures and then to do a set of ten to twenty bias images and then return to taking light
images.

3.3 Dark Images
We need to take into account the dark current of each pixel. Dark current comes from the
thermal motions of the electrons within the CCD that can generate phantom counts within the
CCD.

Most professional grade CCDs either use liquid nitrogen cooling or closed-loop

thermoelectric coolers.

If either of these cooling systems are used, dark current will be

negligible. However some lower quality CCDs will cool to a minimum of only -25 degrees
Celsius. This is warm enough that throughout the night the CCDs temperature will fluctuate,
getting colder as it gets further into the night. In this particular case, it is necessary to look at the
dark current (Henden, Kaitchuck Private Communication).
For all observations before November 04, 2012 – November 05, 2012 I was using a lower
quality camera, I took dark exposures. In general I took 3 exposures for 300 seconds. All other
observations after November 5th were with a new camera that used a closed-loop refrigeration
system. The temperature recorded on the CCD was listed as -110 C, so the dark current was
negligible for the short exposure times being taken.

3.4 Reduction using IRAF
I used the IRAF reduction routine (Tody, 1986; Tody, 1993) to reduce the raw images data and
the bias, dark, and flat images together. The first step was to sort out all of the data based on
filters used using the hselect command within IRAF. Next, I used the zerocombine function.
The zerocombine function will take all of the bias images from your data set and average them
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together to get one average bias image.

The next step was to use darkcombine.

The

darkcombine function works similarly to the zerocombine function. It will take all of the dark
images taken throughout the night observing and average them together to get an average image
for the dark current. Next it is necessary to sort the images, flat field images included, by filter.
Bias and dark images look at the camera with the shutter closed so they are used irrespective of
the filter.

After all of the images are sorted, the next function used was flatcombine.

Flatcombine will take the flat field images for each filter and average those images together to
get an average V-filtered flat field image, an average B-filtered flat image, etc.. The final
function that was used for reducing images was ccdproc. The ccdproc function would go
through and subtract all of the images by the average bias and dark images. Next ccdproc would
take all images with a similar filter and divide those by the respective average flat field image.
So for example, ccdproc will take all the object images taken with the V-filter and then divide
the images by the average V-filtered flat field image. This will remove the different noise
sources from our images and flatten their response so the photometry can be done on them.
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4. ISIS
ISIS is a differential photometry program created by Professor Cristophe Allard (Allard
and Lupin, 1998; Alard, 2000).

The general construction of the ISIS program is three

directories. One directory contains all of the reduced images; the default name for this directory
is referred to as the images directory. The second directory contains six cshell script files and
three configuration files; this directory is referred to as the registry directory. The configuration
files are process_config, default_config, and phot_config.

Each configuration file contains

parameters that can be adjusted to optimize different scripts in the subtraction program. The
seven Linux scripts that comprise the ISIS program are: interp.csh, simple_ref.csh, ref.csh,
subtract.csh, detect.csh, find.csh, phot.csh. The third directory is called bin. It contains the
actual program being called by the difference Linux scripts.

4.1 Interp.csh
Interp.csh translates and rotates every image in the image directory so that all images line
up. This is done by using an astrometric transform being compared with one of the best images
in the directory.
The relevant parameters are REFERENCE and DEGREE. REFERENCE is a parameter that
sets up a chosen image to be compared with the astrometric transform. The DEGREE is a
parameter that sets up the degree for the polynomial of the astrometric transform remapping to
the reference.
There are a series of outputs that occur. Within the images directory, a new list of images
are created with the prefix interp_”filename”, and these files will be used for the rest of the
subtraction program. The second output is a file called the log_interp2. An example of this log
17

file is given in Alard’s website. Examples of two rows from this example log_interp2 are given
in Table 4.1.

sigmax

0.083038 Sigmay 0.079344 Ndata

211

nrest

184

nfile1.fits

sigmax

0.094743 Sigmay 0.104723 Ndata

201

nrest

183

nfile2.fits

Table 4.1: Example of the log_interp2 file

The log file is broken into five columns. Sigmax and sigmay give the residuals in the x and
y directions. The nrest column is the number of stars used to compute the astrometric transform,
and the final column is simply the name of each file.

4.2 Ref.csh and Simple_ref.csh
The next step for running ISIS is to construct a reference frame. There are two cshell
scripts that can be used for constructing a reference frame: ref.csh and simple_ref.csh. These
will be detailed in the following sections. Both of these sections use the ref_list document. The
building of this reference frame should have images of the best seeing. However, one also
should take into account other factors as well such as: sky background, saturation level of the
bright stars, and exposure times. Figure 4.1 gives an example of the ref.fits image from my NGC
6121 data set.
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Figure 4.1: Example of Ref.fits

4.2.1

Simple_ref.csh

Simple_ref.csh is the most straightforward way of constructing the reference frame. The
chsell script goes from image to image taking an average of the number of counts of each pixel
of the interpolated images. The strength of this program is its simplicity; it also runs slightly
faster than ref.csh. The main disadvantage of simple_ref.csh is when major outliers occur in your
image. An outlier would be a cosmic or some event that will produce a large number of counts
on the pixel of the CCD that could skew the average image. If the outliers occur throughout the
observing night, then simple_ref.csh will work normally. If there cosmic ray events that exist for
only one image, it can skew your data and cause ISIS to report on these cosmic ray events as
false variables.
4.2.2

Ref.csh

Ref.csh is a little more specialized. It attempts to mitigate the disadvantage that
simple_ref.csh has with cosmic ray events that occur on the face of CCD. The detection of these
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cosmic ray events would cause a very bright pixel for one frame and skew the average value. So
the ref.csh will look for the median of the pixel in different images. However we need to take
into account the different backgrounds. To do this, ISIS will use the subtraction program to
normalize all images background and seeing based on an image you choose. You enter this
image in the process_config file’s parameter ref_stack.

4.3 Subtract.csh
Subtract.csh is the third script used in ISIS. The first step of subtract.csh is to make sure
that reference image is as closely lined up to the interpolated images as possible. So the
subtraction program involves primarily the construction of a spatial kernel. The basic definition
of the spatial kernel is:
(
where

)

(

)

(

)

represents a convolution. A convolution is a mathematical operator that combines two

different functions together. So convolving the Reference image with the spatial kernel will
produce the nth output image of the set. Thus the spatial kernel acts like a weighting function
that will show the differences between the two images.

ISIS’ spatial kernel is simply a

generalized product of three Gaussian functions multiplied by a polynomial:
(

)

∑

(

),

where kn is the nth term of the kernel solution, and an is the polynomial. kn is defined as:
(

)

,

where n=(i,j,k) is a generalized index (Alard, 2000). ISIS makes two assumptions to get this
solution for the spatial kernel. The first is that there is not that much variation across the entire
image and the second says that if you subdivide the image the point spread function, a function
which describes the response for a point source, is constant.
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ISIS is also able to make a spatially varying kernel where instead of assuming that the
polynomial is constant an it varies over the image an(x,y). ISIS performs this operation by
looking at areas of high signal-to-noise, to perform the fits. ISIS places an area over objects with
a high signal-to-noise, then it assumes the point spread function is constant across that area and
solves for a spatial kernel with a constant polynomial. It then uses the solutions derived from the
high signal-to-noise sources to construct the spatially varying kernel.
There are a number of parameters that are used by subtract.csh. I will briefly run through
each parameter and give a short description. A more in depth discussion of each parameter will
be attached in the Appendix. The first parameter is half_mesh_size. This will vary the kernel
size to improve the fit of the spatial kernel. The second parameter is half_stamp_size; this will
vary the size of the stamp is that is placed over each star. A stamp is the area set around a high
signal-to-noise object within the image. The third and fourth parameters are nstamps_x and
nstamps_y; these parameters select the number of stamps along the x and y axes. The fifth and
sixth parameters are sub_x and sub_y; these parameters will subdivide the images either in half
or in thirds. The final parameter that is useful for subtract.csh is deg_spatial; deg_spatial will
change the degree of the polynomial in the spatial kernel.
Subtract.csh also generates a log file. The log file is located in the images subdirectory
of the ISIS directory. The title of the new log file is log_subtract. An example of log_subtract
is given in Table 4.2:

Mean:

0.994887

Scatter

0.064548

Nfile0.fits

Mean

0.954458

Scatter:

0.098138

Nfile1

Table 4.2: Example of log_subtract form Allard’s ISIS tutorial
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There are two columns that are of interest in this table. The first column is the mean, which
represents the mean standard deviation of all of the images. The second column is the scatter,
which is the scatter of all of the sigma values. Finally, the third column is simply the name of
the image file.

4.4 Detect.csh and Find.csh
Detect.csh looks for any variation from the subtraction of all of the images from the reference
image. It then produces two images var.fits and abs.fits. Var.fits is the mean of absolute
normalized deviations, and abs.fits is the mean absolute deviation of the pixel values. Figure 4.2
is an example of the var.fits image taken from the NGC 6121 data.

Figure 4.2: Example of the var.fits image

The bright and dark pixels show variation within the image. The difference between the var.fits
and the abs.fits images generally comes down to the scaling on the images.
Find.csh looks at var.fits and abs.fits and outputs a data sheet called phot.data in the register
directory. The values of these columns are not defined within the literature of Alard’s website.
An example of the first few rows of phot.data is given in Table 4.3.
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15.461714

19.43743

15

19

lc0.data

267.476715

549.42926

15.491357

23.482201

15

24

lc1.data

270.305939

558.478455

15.217746

52.889093

15

52

lc2.data

242.193344

258.145844

14.729015

58.095744

15

58

lc3.data

251.765778

499.398254

14.591179

66.184432

15

67

lc4.data

208.392395

188.308853

15.56468

88.537572

15

89

lc5.data

122.989098

208.060989

30.292063 946.482228 30 946

lc585.data

11064.5215

76359.7578

37.918023 936.936619 38 937

lc861.data

267064.7188

8852969

lc936.data

347522.5

4670655

40

933.670984 40 934

42.118686 948.532746 42 949 lc1003.data 473463.1875

11161749

42.70705

2185459.5

952

42 952 lc1004.data

219426

Table 4.3: Example of a phot.data file

It should be noted that Table 4.3 is not the complete list of values. They are the ten rows
of a phot.data file from the NGC 2264 data set. The first two columns are the real x and y
positions of the center of the kernel fit to a region of variability. Columns three and four are
integer x and y positions of the kernel fit. Column five lists the filename. Column six is value
for that kernel fit in the var.fits image, and similarly column seven is the value for that pixel in
the abs.fits image.
Columns six and seven had a profound effect on how I looked for light curves using ISIS.
A long-term problem given within literature of ISIS is that it generally creates a large number of
false positives. Without these columns it can be difficult to see what light curves would be
interesting without looking at each individual light curve. To find possibly interesting light
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curves, you simply need to look at the var.fits or abs.fits column and see which rows have
significantly higher values in columns 5 and 6. Since a star will have a larger variation than any
variation in the background, most pixels listed in phot.data with large values in the last two
columns will be associated either with a part of the CCD resulting from saturation or from an
actual variable star.

4.5 Phot.csh
Phot.csh is the cshell script that simply looks at the phot.data output in the registry
directory and produces the light curves that are listed within the phot.data file. The only
parameter in the phot.data list that is necessary is the fifth column of phot.data which is the
name of the light curve. The configuration file that is necessary for the phot.csh Linux script is
phot_config. There are several parameters that can be used for this particular script. First it is
necessary to estimate the annulus used to find the sky background. The radii of the annuli are
rad1_bg which is the inner radius and rad2_bg is the outer radius respectively. Alard lists two
other parameters that may need to be changed. Rad_phot is the radius of the circle that the pixels
of the object will be fitted to help estimate the flux. Finally there is the radius for the flux
normalization which is the parameter rad_aper.
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5. Results and Findings
5.1 NGC 2264
The field that I observed for NGC 2264 was expected to have multiple variable stars that
were categorized as δ Scuti stars. This cluster would test whether ISIS was sensitive enough to
detect low amplitude variable stars. Figure 5.1 is from the Microvariability & Oscillations of
STars (MOST) Observations of NGC 2264. I added a black square which represented the field
of view of SARA-N. The red and blue boxes represent the different fields used during the
observation. Since they were unable to observe the entire cluster in one field, they split the
cluster into two fields. The light blue squares are field A, and the red squares are field B (Zwintz
et al., 2009).
From the two night survey of NGC 2264, I found four variable stars. Three of these
variables were previously reported (Zwintz et al., 2009), and the fourth is a previously
undiscovered variable. The two brightest stars within the SARA-North’s field of view were
saturated and no analysis was done for these stars.
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Figure 5.1: Image of NGC 2264 taken from MOST observations of NGC 2264. The red and blue squares say
what field the stars came from (Zwintz et al., 2009). The black box shows the field of view of the SARA North
Telescope.

The three variables for which I expected to find light curves were V1, V3, and V588 Mon.
Figures 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 are light curves I got after running the images through ISIS.

V1 Data
-0.735
-0.74
Magnitude

-0.745
-0.75
-0.755
-0.76
-0.765
-0.77
-0.775
302.68

302.7

302.72

302.74

302.76

Time (Julian Date)

Figure 5.2: Light Curve for V1 in NGC 2264
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302.8

Magnitude

V3 Data
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-0.298
-0.3
-0.302
-0.304
-0.306
-0.308
-0.31
-0.312
-0.314
6302.64 6302.66 6302.68 6302.7 6302.72 6302.74 6302.76 6302.78 6302.8
Time (Julian Date)

Figure 5.3: Light Curve for V3 in NGC 2264

V588 Mon Data
-0.8

Magnitdue

-0.805
-0.81
-0.815
-0.82
-0.825
-0.83
6302.64 6302.66 6302.68 6302.7 6302.72 6302.74 6302.76 6302.78 6302.8
Time (Julian Date)

Figure 5.4: Light Curve for V588 Mon in NGC 2264

The light curves for V1 is clearly identifiable as a δ Scuti star. This is because all of their
oscillations are very short, and the change in magnitude is on the order of one hundredth of a
magnitude. V3 is not a clearly identifiable variable star. The data is too noisy and there does not
seem to be any period variation. However, this location was confirmed to be variable from
previous publications. To check and see whether this is ISIS interpreting a noisy pixel as a
variable or whether it was indeed a variable star, I ran the data through PERANSO (Vanmunster,
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2007). PERANSO is a period analysis program that uses the Lomb-Scargle method (Lomb,
1976; Scargle, 1982). I wanted to see if the dominant period found in the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) would be the same as the known period for V3. Figure 5.5 shows the power spectrum of
the different periods in V3’s light curve.

Figure 5.5: Power Spectrum of V3 using PERANSO

I found the dominant period to be 0.028 days or a frequency of 35.262 [1/days]. Comparing
these to the known value, 34.706 [1/days], they came out to be with a percent difference of
1.59% (Zwintz et al., 2009). Figure 5.6 is a light curve for V3 using AIP4WIN (Berry and
Burnell, 2006) to make a second light curve using a more traditional method.
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Figure 5.6: Light Curve for V3 using AIP4WIN

Using this software, the periodic variability in the light curve is much more pronounced.
This highlights another use of ISIS. ISIS may detect a variable star; however its light curve will
not have an obvious dominant period. It then requires the use of a program like PERANSO and
AIP4WIN to identify the dominant period and clean up the light curve. ISIS can be used then to
narrow the focus of any search for variables within crowded star fields.
ISIS has shown that it can detect low amplitude, short period variables. During my survey
of ISIS, I also discovered a new δ Scuti candidate which will be label V6 and is shown in Figure
5.7.
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V6 Data
0.895

Magnitude

0.89
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Time (Julian Date)

Figure 5.7: Light Curve for V6

This once again shows the strength of ISIS. It has the sensitivity to detect these low
amplitude variables like more conventional programs such as AIP4WIN. By comparison ISIS is
using the average of each star as its comparison star in differential photometry. It applies a
kernel to the entire image and convolves the kernel with an average image generated from the
data. Thus, it is much harder to miss a variable star within a cluster. V6 is a perfect example of
this; it was not detected from observations of NGC 2264 using MOST (Zwintz et al., 2009).
When I tried to reproduce the findings of Zwintz et al. to further test ISIS, ISIS discovered yet
another low amplitude variable within the field. Taking a look at Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.7, the
peak-peak amplitudes of these curves are 0.018 of a magnitude, 0.029 of a magnitude, and 0.023
of a magnitude respectively. So the amplitudes from the center of oscillation to the peak of the
change in magnitudes are 0.09 of a magnitude, 0.0145 of a magnitude, and 0.0115 of a
magnitude. In Chapter 1 in section 1.1.2, I did a small zero order calculation of the change in
magnitude of a transit of Jupiter across the face of our Sun. This came to a change in magnitude
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of 0.0106 of a magnitude. This shows that ISIS ability to detect variation of exoplanets whose
ratio of area to their star is on the order of Jupiter and our Sun.

5.2 NGC 6121
From my short one night survey of NGC 6121, ISIS detected twenty-five variable stars.
During this run, I used all of the knowledge accumulated from previous runs of ISIS. Unlike the
NGC 2264 survey where the locations of the variable stars were previously known, the survey of
NGC 6121 did not use any previous knowledge of the cluster. This was to show how ISIS would
perform without previous knowledge of a cluster. Up until this survey, I would attempt to
minimize the amount of stars that become saturated throughout the night by constantly adjusting
the exposure time. This seemed to complicate my runs of ISIS. Therefore, for this survey I kept
the exposure time constant throughout the night.
There is a large portion of variables that do not fully run through one entire cycle. The
result of the observations of NGC 6121 was ISIS finding 25 variable stars. These stars were
clearly variable. There were another 16 light curves that were similar to Figure 5.3 from the
survey of NGC 2264. The light curves did not clearly represent variable stars. Due to time
constraints, I was not able to do further analysis on these light curves to check their periods using
PERONSO or attempt using AIP4WIN to see if it will clean up the image. Further investigation
is needed using other software packages to check if these light curves are indeed variable stars or
not.

The variables’ light curves are shown in Figures 5.8 -5.32.

The scaling on the y-axis

seems to be ISIS’ attempt to estimate the flux of the star. Unfortunately since the kernel is a
spatially varying kernel, the calculated scaling can change with each star. Therefore comparison
between these values on the y-axis is difficult.
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Figure 5.8: Light Curve 18 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.9: Light Curve 35 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.10: Light Curve 41 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.11: Light curve 52 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.12: Light curve 65 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.13: Light curve 99 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.14: Light curve 166 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.15: Light curve 172 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.16: Light curve 185 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.17: Light curve 268 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.18: Light curve 315 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.19: Light curve 326 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.20: Light curve 329 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.21: Light curve 379 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.22: Light curve 397 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.23: Light curve 415 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.24: Light curve 420 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.25: Light curve 442 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.26: Light curve 449 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.27: Light Curve 452 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.28: Light Curve 464 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.29: Light Curve 473 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.30: Light Curve 498 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.31: Light curve 553 from NGC 6121 data set
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Figure 5.32: Light curve 556 from NGC 6121 data set

SIMBAD5 and Aladin sky atlas6 were used to find the identifier and the right ascension and
declinations of all of the stars whose light curves that were found. This was accomplished by
comparing the image and marking the positions of the centered kernel fit from phot_data onto an
image from the data set. This image used Aladin sky atlas to find out the right ascensions and
declinations of each of the stars in the field. I then found an identifier for each star by inputting
the coordinates into SIMBAD. The light curve number is the listed number in the phot_data file
after subtraction.

Table 5.1 lists the light curve number assigned by ISIS, the identifier

according to SIMBAD, the right ascensions and declinations of the stars. It should be noted the
wide range of identifier names. Each of these have come from a different survey of NGC 6121.
For example ALC is from a survey by Alciano, and SAW is a survey by Sawyer.
Light Curve #

Identifier

R.A. (J2000)

Declination (J2000)

18

ALC 185

16 23 29.96

-26 36 24.5

5

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/

6

http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/aladin.gml
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35

SAW V36*

16 23 19

-26 35.7

41

ALC 213

16 23 31.27

-26 35 34.5

52

ALC 209

16 23 30.79

-26 34 58.9

65

ALC 223

16 23 16.28

-26 34 46.6

99

ALC 380

16 23 39.49

-26 33 59.8

166

LEE 1620

16 23 32.80

-26 33 03.7

172

LEE 1724

16 23 34.64

-26 32 52.2

185

IRF 659

16 23 41.63

-26 32 39.2

268

IRF 742

16 23 37.30

-26 31 53.1

315

ALC 579

16 23 35.72

-26 30 47.9

326

SAW V52

16 23 31.51

-26 30 57.5

329

FBG 181

16 23 50.01

-26 32 21.5

379

ALC 532

16 23 32.12

-26 30 43.9

397

ALC 247

16 23 13.65

-26 30 53.8

415

ALC 536

16 23 35.36

-26 30 10.7

420

ALC 545

16 23 38.571

-26 30 38.07

442

ALA 223

16 23 06.53

-26 30 27.3

449

LEE 2710

16 23 32.48

-26 30 23.0

452

IRF 392

16 23 39.65

-26 30 20.1

464

ALC 540

16 23 36.93

-26 30 13.0
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SV* R 372

16 23 53.59

-26 30 05.3

498

ALC 438

16 23 26.14

-26 29 41.8

553

ALC 277

16 23 25.93

-26 27 42.0

556

ALC 307

16 23 43.15

-26 27 16.4

Table 5.1: Variables Detected by ISIS in NGC 6121 (Alciano, 1975; Alciano, Liller, Alvarado, 1988;
Frandsen, Bruntt, Grundahl et al., 2007; Ibata et al., 1999; Lee, 1977; Ross, 1931; Sawyer, 1973). A *
indicates that this was the nearest star to the center of the kernel when the coordinates were inputted into
SIMBAD.

Of the twenty-five variables ISIS found, only three have been previously discovered (Alciano,
1975; Alciano, Lilller, and Alvarado, 1988; Ibata et al. 1999; Lee, 1977; Ross, 1931; Sawyer,
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1973). The remaining three variables (ALC 579, ALC 536, and FBG 181) are undiscovered
variables. Figure 5.20 (ALC 579) and Figure 5.25 (ALC 536) are RR Lyrae. This is because the
period of variation for both is under a day, which is what classifies a RR Lyrae variable star.
Figure 5.22 (FBG 181) requires further observations to classify the variable.
The observations of NGC 6121 and NGC 2264 show that ISIS can function as both a
detection program and a characterization program; it really depends on how clear the data is and
the amplitude of the variation of the targets. If the target is RR Lyrae, for example, it requires
much less tweaking of parameters and a lot less plodding through ISIS’s data files to identify
suspicious light curves. If on the other hand δ Scuti’s are the target then you may get a few clear
light curves. ISIS then functions best as a detection program; identifying potentially suspicious
stars that using other analysis programs can yield interesting findings.

5.3 NGC 2099
Surveys of NGC 2099 have a variety of variable stars (Kang, 2008). However, I found no
new variables or confirmed variables within NGC 2099. The main issue with these data sets was
the excessive noise. I believe the problems with these data come from inconsistent seeing. One
other reason that the data is of a lower quality is because the camera used for the NGC 2099 and
NGC 752 data was a lower quality camera compared to when I took the NGC 2264 data and the
M 4 data. This night of observing taught me that when taking images throughout the night, it is
best to keep the exposure times as constant as possible.
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5.4 NGC 752
I also found no new or reported variables in NGC 752. First the var.fits hints that there
may have been a problem with the construction of the reference image. Figure 5.33 shows how
poor the data is and shows the var.fits image produced after a run of ISIS. Anything white or
black ISIS considers to be varying; there are several anomalous areas of the image that ISIS has
just labeled as variable. This is probably from a noisy background within the image. The
remaining stars’ light curves show a nearly constant curve with several outliers occurring over
the course of one specific frame. After removing the outliers there still remained just noise
within the light curves.

Figure 5.33: Var.fits image of the NGC 752 Short Exposure Data

These values compounded when it came time to make a ref.fits, which made the ref.fits
have ridiculous values. With the poor ref.fits it created a cascading effect that multiplied the
values until I got impossible values for both the var.fits and the abs.fits. These data did not
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possess the accuracy for any real photometry; however, it underscores the importance of keeping
a constant exposure time, and not using any frame where a significant change in the seeing
occurred in the ref_list file.
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6. Conclusions
ISIS has proven to be a good program for the detection and classification of any intrinsic
variable star. The requirement for the construction of a reference frame requires that within the
data there are a number of images with good seeing. Otherwise, it may be that there are not
enough images within the ref_list so the subtraction detects a large number of false positives.
These false detections could be from variations of the background or even multiple detections of
the same star. There were specific light curves where it was very unclear that the star was
varying or whether ISIS was identifying a noisy pixel, and the use of a period detection program
to will confirm whether the object was a variable star or a noisy pixel.
That all being said: ISIS has one distinct advantage to using comparison stars in differential
photometry.

It is sometimes worrisome that the comparison star itself could be varying

significantly during the observations. Because of this, it is customary to use a check star to see if
the comparison star is varying. This is where ISIS is strongest. It does not require the use of a
comparison star for the detection of variables since the “comparison star” in this case is simply a
time resolved average of the brightness of the star. Therefore even if the entire cluster is varying
to such a degree that standard differential photometry would not work, ISIS would be able to
detect and resolve the light curves of the variable stars.
The light curves of the variable stars that ISIS detected confirmed this idea. It was able to
discover all two of the three known variables of NGC 2264 very clearly. The exception was of
course V3. However using PERANSO on the data in question, it was confirmed to have the
known period of V3. ISIS detected a new star that varies on the order of a hundredth of a
magnitude, and it was confirmed using AIP4WIN.
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ISIS was also sensitive enough to discover a new, previously undiscovered, low amplitude
variable star that seems to be a δ Scuti star.

The new variable would require further

observations to confirm the type of its variability. The fact that ISIS has picked up low amplitude
variations that it can discover other δ Scuti stars in clusters where using individual photometry or
even a package using more standard comparison star photometry would either require too much
work, or be unusable from the sheer number of stars that would have to be studied to detect
variability.
Observations of NGC 6121 have shown what ISIS can do on the best of nights. Given a
night of consistent seeing, ISIS was able to observe 25 variable stars with relative ease. Of these
25 variables, three of them are new discoveries. On top of these variables, there were a number
of stars that showed light curves that were suspicious and required further investigations to see if
the star was variable or if it was simply a noisy pixel being misrepresented as a variable star by
ISIS. This shows the use of ISIS as a detection program. It allows the researcher to be able to
focus on objects within the cluster that are identified by ISIS as variables or potentially
suspicious light curves that are not definitive.
ISIS has shown that it has the sensitivity to detect exoplanet transits. This can be seen
from my detection of 4 δ Scuti stars from the survey of NGC 2264. The amplitude of the
variation of V1, V3, and V6 show that ISIS can detect changes up to a hundredth of a magnitude
which is approximately the change in brightness of Jupiter transiting across the face of the Sun.
Future research would require us to look at a field with a known exoplanet transit and see if ISIS
does indeed detect it. Furthermore, it would be interesting to look further into different methods
to more efficiently use ISIS, apart from using phot.data to identify possibly interesting light
curves.
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Appendix A
I figured it would be helpful to attempt to describe some of these parameters in further
depth and give some suggested ranges for some of the parameters. I cannot promise that the
ranges themselves have been thoroughly tested. I ran a few trial runs of ISIS to see the general
range of the parameters I thought I would use.

IM_DIR: Tells ISIS the location of image directory.
MRJ_DIR: Tells ISIS the location of installation directory usually in the package folder.
REFERENCE: Tells ISIS the location of the best seeing image from observation set.
REF_SUB: Reference image for subtraction is usually ref.fits.
INFILE: Location of a dates file.
VARIABLES: coordinates of objects for which we want to make light curves is always phot.data.
DEGREE: The degree of the polynomial astrometric transform between frames.
CONFIG_DIR: Where to find the configuration files in ../name_of_register_directory.
SIG_THRESH: Sets a threshold for rejecting entries into phot.data.
COSMIC_THRESH: Sets the rejection of certain pixels based on the number of counts.
REF_STACK
M4_135.fits
N_REJECT: A value used for dropping bad light curves. Increasing the parameter will reject more light
curves
MESH_SMOOTH: Sets the size of the smoothing mesh for a part of the subtraction program that will
smooth the images.

There are several parameters within the default_config file that are used to construct the
stamp’s size and what objects ISIS will identify as a target to surround with a stamp.
nstamps_x: Goes from a range of 2 to 15. Defines the number of stamps ISIS will use along the x-axis.
nstamps_y: Goes from a range of 2 to 15 as well. Defines the number of stamps ISIS will use along the
y-axis.
sub_x: Goes from 1 to 3. ISIS can subdivide images and go through the subtraction script individually
for each subdivision. The sub_X parameter is only needed with very large images to decrease the running
time of the subtraction script.
sub_y: Goes from 1 to 3. The sub_y parameter is the same as the sub_x: parameter, just along the y-axis.
half_mesh_size: This sets the kernel size. Usually used goes in a range from 2 to 10. If an image
appears speckled, it seems to improve if this parameter and half_stamp_size are decreased.
half_stamp_size: This sets the area ISIS will set around an object, when using the subtraction and
reference scripts.
deg_bg: This sets the degree of the polynomial for the fit to the differential sky background. I have seen
this range from 1 to 3.
Saturation: The degree to fit background variations.
pix_min: This sets a minimum value for the pixels to fit.
min_stamp_center: This is the minimum value a pixel must have to enter into the kernel fit. It will use
this parameter to center a stamp over this object. You usually want objects with high signal-to-noise in
your kernel fits and for your stamps.
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Ngauss: The kernel Alard derives is a linear combination of a product of three gaussians multiplied by a
polynomial. This parameter should never be changed.
deg_gauss1: This sets the degree of the polynomial attached to the first Gaussian in Alard’s kernel
solution. This should not change from the default.
deg_gauss2: This sets the degree of the polynomial attached to the second Gaussian in Alard’s kernel
solution.
deg_gauss3: This sets the degree of the polynomial attached to the third Gaussian in Alard’s Kernel
solution.
sigma_gauss1: This sets the variance associated with the first Gaussian in Alard’s kernel solution.
According to his website, you may want to change this if you change the kernel size and the stamp size.
sigma_gauss2: This sets the variance associated with the second Gausian in Alard’s kernel solution.
Otherwise follow what is said in sigma_gauss1.
sigma_gauss3: This sets the variance associated with the third Gaussian in Alard’s kernel solution. See
sigma_gauss1 on when to change it.
deg_spatial: The general solution to the variable spatial kernel is the
(Gaussian1*Gaussian2*Gaussian3*Polynomial). The degree of the polynomial is what will be changed
with the degree_spatial parameter. I have seen this range from 0 (a non-variable kernel) to 3. It really
comes down to computer running time.
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Appendix B
This appendix goes over the program that I created for sorting out light curves that are
outputted by ISIS. The program has two functions. The first function is to clear out any
remaining light curves whose pixels could be located in the background. The program will ask
for a pixel threshold which when the user enters it clears out any remaining lines in the phot.data
file whose abs.fits value falls below the threshold. The next function then asks what is the seeing
in your image. This will then sort out the light curves, grouping any that are representing the
same star. It is always better to overestimate the seeing that you enter. It should also be noted
that this is the approximate radius of the star. The following is the program that I created in
FORTRAN 77. You are welcome to use it or modify it however you please.

PROGRAM PHOT_SORT
C... This program is split into two parts. The first part attenuates
a list
C... of generated light curves from ISIS. The second part then groups
the light
C... curves based on the positions of the given pixels.
IMPLICIT NONE
C... These Parameters are for the attenuating part of the code
REAL X_r,Y_r,VAR,ABS,THRESH
INTEGER Xint,Yint,io,i,j
CHARACTER*13 FILE1, NAME
C... These parameters are for the grouping part of the code
REAL PHOT
CHARACTER*13 NAME_A
INTEGER INTEG,WIN,guess,ios,see,n
PARAMETER (guess=5001)
DIMENSION PHOT(4,guess)
DIMENSION NAME_A(guess)
DIMENSION INTEG(3,guess)
DIMENSION WIN(4,guess)
C... This Program will hopefully remove most of the light curves
generated in
C... ISIS from noisey background pixels. It will do this by using a
C... THRESHOLD value set by the user then doing a simple logic test of
whether
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C... the final column of the phot.data system is greater than the
THRESHOLD,
C... then it writes that line from phot.data to new_phot.data creating
C...a new file called new_phot.data.
PRINT*, 'Enter Minimum Pixel Count' !here is where we set the
threshold
READ*, THRESH
PRINT*,'ENTER IN THE SEEING (integer number of pixels)' !this is
for the
READ*, SEE
!sorting
part
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='phot.data',STATUS='old')
OPEN(UNIT=20,FILE='new_phot.data',STATUS='new')
15
FORMAT(F12.6,1X,F12.6,1X,I4,1X,I4,1X,A,1X,F15.4,1X,F15.4)
DO
READ(10,*,IOSTAT=io) X_r,Y_r,Xint,Yint,NAME,VAR,ABS
IF (io.gt.0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'Check input. Something was wrong'
EXIT
ELSE IF (io.lt.0) THEN !this is to check and see if the file
finishes
WRITE(*,*) 'File Complete'
EXIT
ELSE
IF (abs.gt.thresh) THEN !here we are generating a new
phot.data file
WRITE(20,15) X_r,Y_r,Xint,Yint,NAME,VAR,ABS
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDDO
CLOSE(10)
CLOSE(20)
C... This new section of code is exclusively for sorting the values.
From the
C... earlier section, you should have a new_phot.data. We are now
going to sort
C... these into groups since more light curves might be for different
parts of
C... a star.
C
CALL vararr(INTEG,PHOT,NAME_A,WIN)!This was an attempt to have
a variable
!array
OPEN(UNIT=30,FILE='sort_phot.data',STATUS='new')
OPEN(UNIT=20,FILE='new_phot.data')
C... This part reads our new_phot.data into several arrays integ for
the integer
C... parts, PHOT for the real parts, and NAME_A for the list of the
names within
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C... new_phot.data. The final column of INTEG is intialized to 0.
This will
C... be used later on to make sure we do not accidentilly make an
infinite list
C... of light curves.
DO i=1,guess
READ(20,*,iostat=io) PHOT(1,i),PHOT(2,i),INTEG(1,i),
&
INTEG(2,i),NAME_A(i),PHOT(3,i),PHOT(4,i)
INTEG(3,i)=0
ENDDO
CLOSE(20)
C... Here we are generating an array called WIN (short for WINDOW).
WIN makes
C... a +/- deviation of the INTEGs position arrays (columns 1 and 2)
based on
C... what is defined by the seeing parameter.
WIN(1,1:guess)=INTEG(1,1:guess)+SEE
WIN(2,1:guess)=INTEG(1,1:guess)-SEE
WIN(3,1:guess)=INTEG(2,1:guess)+SEE
WIN(4,1:guess)=INTEG(2,1:guess)-SEE
C... This loop simply is a logic test to see if the particular light
curve we
C... are looking at falls within our "window" we see earlier. If it
does we
C... simply write out that row of all of the arrays to recreate the
layout of
C... phot.data. The new file is called "sort_phot.data". Once this
is setup
C... we then set our final column of INTEG to 1 to tell FORTRAN that
row has
C... already been used and it will skip over it the next time FORTRAN
runs
C... that row.
DO j=1,guess
DO i=1,guess
&
&
&
&
&

IF (INTEG(1,i).lt.WIN(1,j).AND.
INTEG(1,i).gt.WIN(2,j).AND.
INTEG(2,i).lt.WIN(3,j).AND.
INTEG(2,i).gt.WIN(4,j).AND.
INTEG(3,i).eq.0) THEN
WRITE(30,*) PHOT(1,i),PHOT(2,i),INTEG(1,i),
INTEG(2,i),NAME_A(i),PHOT(3,i),PHOT(4,i)
INTEG(3,i)=1
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ENDIF
ENDDO
WRITE(30,*)
ENDDO
CLOSE(30)
END
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